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Abstract
We consider systems of functions appearing by letting a class of modulations act on a countable collection
of functions. These systems correspond to shift-invariant systems, considered on the Fourier side.We provide
sufﬁcient conditions for the system to be a frame, as well as an explicit construction of a class of frames and
associated duals. We use the result to construct frames based on B-splines with knot sequences satisfying a
natural condition, as well as explicitly given duals.
© 2007 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
For b ∈ R, we deﬁne the modulation operator Eb acting on f ∈ L2(R) by
(Ebf )(x) = e2ibxf (x).
Given a collection of functions {gn : n ∈ Z} in L2(R) and a positive number b, we consider
frame properties for the system of functions given by {Embgn : m, n ∈ Z}. In particular, we
ﬁnd conditions for the system to be a frame, having a dual of the form {Embhn : m, n ∈ Z}
with the functions hn given by an explicit formula. The result applies, e.g., to the case where
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the functions gn are B-splines with knot sequences satisfying certain natural conditions. Via the
Fourier transform, the results have immediate consequences for shift-invariant systems.
In the rest of the introduction we collect some deﬁnitions and conventions. We deﬁne the
translation operator Ta , a ∈ R, by
(Taf )(x) = f (x − a)
and the Fourier transform on L1(R) by
(Ff )() =
∫ ∞
−∞
f (x)e−2ix dx.
With these conventions,
FEmbf = TmbFf. (1.1)
Formula (1.1) shows that analysis of the system of functions {Embgn : m, n ∈ Z} corresponds to
analyzing the shift-invariant system {Tmbĝn : m, n ∈ Z} on the Fourier side. Thus, all relevant
frame properties for the system {Embgn : m, n ∈ Z} can easily be derived based on the well
known results on shift-invariant systems.
For f, g ∈ L2(R), the bracket product, originally introduced by Ron and Shen in [7], is
given by
[f, g](b, x) =
∑
k∈Z
f
(
x + k
b
)
g
(
x + k
b
)
, b > 0, a.e. x ∈ R.
Finally, we remind the reader about the deﬁnition of frames. A countable family of functions
{fk : k ∈ I } in L2(R) is a frame for L2(R) if there exist constants A,B > 0 such that
A||f |2
∑
k∈I
|〈f, fk〉|2B‖f ‖2, ∀f ∈ L2(R).
Given a frame {fk}k∈I , a dual frame is a frame {gk : k ∈ I } which satisﬁes the reconstruction
property
f =
∑
k∈I
〈f, gk〉fk, ∀f ∈ L2(R).
For more information on frame theory we refer to the book [2].
2. Frames with explicitly given duals
The goal of this section is to provide a construction of a class of frames, for which we are able
to ﬁnd a particularly convenient dual frame. We begin with a few lemmas, which will be needed
in the proof of the main results.
Lemma 2.1. Let g be a function such that fg ∈ L1(R), ∀f ∈ L2(R). Then we have g ∈ L2(R).
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Proof. We assume that g 	∈ L2(R). Deﬁne
Ek = {x : 2k |g(x)| < 2k+1}, k ∈ Z.
Since fg ∈ L1(R), ∀f ∈ L2(R), we have |Ek| < ∞. Let n = ∑|k|n 22k|Ek|, n0. Then we
have limn→+∞ n = ∞. Take some n00 such that n0 > 0.
Let f (x) = g(x)/|n| for x ∈ En, |n|n0 + 1, and 0 for others. Then we have
‖f ‖22 
∑
|n|n0+1
22n+2
2|n|
|En|
=
∞∑
n=n0+1
4(22n|En| + 2−2n|E−n|)
2n
=
∞∑
n=n0+1
4(n − n−1)
2n

∞∑
n=n0+1
4
(
1
n−1
− 1
n
)
= 4
n0
< ∞.
On the other hand, for any n, p1, we have∥∥∥∥∥∥
∑
n<|k|n+p
fgEk
∥∥∥∥∥∥
1

∑
n<|k|n+p
22k
|k|
|Ek| n+p − n
n+p
→ 1 as p → ∞.
Hence ‖fg‖1 = ∞. This contradicts with the hypotheses. 
We now state a key result, namely, a characterization of dual pairs of shift-invariant systems.
For the proof, see [7,9,5].
Proposition 2.2. Let {Tnagm : m, n ∈ Z} and {Tnahm : m, n ∈ Z} be Bessel sequences in
L2(R). Then they are a pair of dual frames for L2(R) if and only if∑
m∈Z
ĝm(+ k/a)ĥm() = ak,0, k ∈ Z, a.e.  ∈ R.
Several basic results for systems of the form {Embgn : m, n ∈ Z} can, via the formula (1.1), be
derived directly from well known results concerning shift-invariant systems. We will now state a
few of these results, in most cases without a proof.
The ﬁrst part of the following lemma is a consequence of the Walnut representation of the
frame operator for a shift-invariant system [11,5,2]. In order to show the role played by the bracket
product, we include a proof for this particular result.The second part follows from Lemma 1 in
[9], and is also an immediate consequence of the results in the present paper.
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Lemma 2.3. Let {Embgn : m, n ∈ Z} and {Embhn : m, n ∈ Z} be Bessel sequences in L2(R)
and Sf = ∑m,n∈Z〈f,Embgn〉Embhn. Then the following holds:
(i)
(Sf )(x) = 1
b
∑
n∈Z
[f, gn](b, x)hn(x)
= 1
b
∑
n∈Z
∑
k∈Z
f
(
x + k
b
)
gn
(
x + k
b
)
hn(x), ∀f ∈ L2(R),
where the convergence is in L2(R).
(ii) Moreover, {Embgn : m, n ∈ Z} and {Embhn : m, n ∈ Z} are a pair of dual frames for L2(R)
if and only if
∑
n∈Z
gn
(
x + k
b
)
hn(x) = bk,0, a.e. x ∈ R, k ∈ Z. (2.1)
Proof. For n ∈ Z, deﬁne
Snf =
∑
m∈Z
〈f,Embgn〉Embhn, f ∈ L2(R).
Then we have Sf = ∑n∈Z Snf , where the convergence is in L2(R). It sufﬁces to prove that
(Snf )(x) = 1
b
∑
k∈Z
f
(
x + k
b
)
gn
(
x + k
b
)
hn(x), ∀f ∈ L2(R). (2.2)
For any f ∈ L2(R), we have∑
m∈Z
|〈f,Embgn〉|2 =
∑
m∈Z
∣∣∣∣∫
R
f (x)gn(x)e
−i2mbx dx
∣∣∣∣2
=
∑
m∈Z
∣∣∣∣∣
∫ 1/b
0
[f, gn](b, x)e−i2mbx dx
∣∣∣∣∣
2
= 1
b
∫ 1/b
0
|[f, gn](b, x)|2 dx. (2.3)
Let E ⊂ R be such that E + k/b = E, k ∈ Z. Set f = gn · E . Observing that∑
m∈Z
|〈f,Embgn〉|2B‖f ‖22,
where B is any upper frame bound for {Embgn : m, n ∈ Z}, we see from (2.3) that
1
b
∫ 1/b
0
|[gn, gn](b, x)|2 · E(x) dxB
∫ 1/b
0
|[gn, gn](b, x)| · E(x) dx.
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Note that E is arbitrary. We have [gn, gn](b, x)B, a.e. Since
|[f, gn](b, x)|2[f, f ](b, x)[gn, gn](b, x),
we have [f, gn](b, x) ∈ L2[0, 1/b], ∀f ∈ L2(R). The same argument shows that [f, hn](b, x) ∈
L2[0, 1/b], ∀f ∈ L2(R). Similarly to (2.3) we can prove that
〈Snf1, f2〉 = 1
b
∫ 1/b
0
[f1, gn](b, x)[f2, hn](b, x) dx
= 1
b
∫
R
[f1, gn](b, x)hn(x)f2(x) dx, ∀f1, f2 ∈ L2(R). (2.4)
Let
(Lnf )(x):=1/b · [f, gn](b, x)hn(x)=1
b
∑
k∈Z
f
(
x+k
b
)
gn
(
x+k
b
)
hn(x), ∀f∈L2(R).
Observe that∫
R
[|f1|, |gn|] (b, x)·|f2(x)|·|hn(x)| dx=
∫ 1/b
0
[|f1|, |gn|](b, x)·[|f2|, |hn|](b, x) dx<∞.
We have (Lnf ) · g ∈ L2(R), ∀g ∈ L2(R). Now we see from Lemma 2.1 that Lnf ∈ L2(R),
∀f ∈ L2(R). By (2.4), Snf = Lnf , ∀f ∈ L2(R). Moreover, the above inequality also shows
that the series in (2.2) is absolutely convergent in L2(R). This proves (i). The result in (ii) is a
directly consequence of Proposition 2.2 and the formula (1.1). 
The following lemma also follows from general characterizations of shift-invariant frames, see
[7, Corollary 1.6.2]. Alternatively, it can be proved similarly to [2, Theorem 8.4.4].
Lemma 2.4. Let gn ∈ L2(R), b > 0 and suppose that
B := 1
b
sup
x∈R
∑
k∈Z
∣∣∣∣∣∑
n∈Z
gn(x)gn
(
x − k
b
)∣∣∣∣∣ < ∞.
Then {Embgn : m, n ∈ Z} is a Bessel sequence with upper frame bound B. If also
A := 1
b
inf
x∈R
⎛⎝∑
n∈Z
|gn(x)|2 −
∑
k 	=0
∣∣∣∣∣∑
n∈Z
gn(x)gn
(
x − k
b
)∣∣∣∣∣
⎞⎠ > 0,
then {Embgn : m, n ∈ Z} is a frame for L2(R) with bounds A and B.
We are now ready to state ourmain result, concerning construction of a framewith an associated
explicitly given dual.
Theorem 2.5. Let {xn : n ∈ Z} ⊂ R be a sequence such that
lim
n→±∞ xn = ±∞, xn−1xn and xn+2N−1 − xnM, n ∈ Z, (2.5)
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for some constants N ∈ N and M > 0. Let gn ∈ L2(R), n ∈ Z be real-valued and uniformly
bounded functions with supp gn ⊂ [xn, xn+N ] such that∑n∈Z gn(x) = 1, a.e. Let 0 < b1/M
and
hn(x) = b
(
gn(x) + 2
N−1∑
k=1
gn−k(x)
)
.
Then {Embgn : m, n ∈ Z} and {Embhn : m, n ∈ Z} are a pair of dual frames for L2(R).
Proof. Note that #{n : gn(x) 	= 0}N , ∀x ∈ (xk, xk+1), k ∈ Z. By Lemma 2.4, it is easy to see
that both {Embgn : m, n ∈ Z} and {Embhn : m, n ∈ Z} are Bessel sequences. To complete the
proof, it sufﬁces to show that (2.1) holds.
Since supp gn ⊂ [xn, xn+N ], we have supphn ⊂ [xn−N+1, xn+N ]. Note that since
xn+N − xn−N+1M and b1/M , we have gn(x + k/b)hn(x) = 0. Hence∑
n∈Z
gn
(
x + k
b
)
hn(x) = 0, k 	= 0, x ∈ R.
For the case of k = 0, we have to show that∑
n∈Z
gn(x)hn(x) = b, a.e.
In fact, for x ∈ (xn, xn+1), we have
1 =
(∑
l∈Z
gl(x)
)2
=
(
N−1∑
l=0
gn−l (x)
)2
= gn(x) (gn(x) + 2gn−1(x) + 2gn−2(x) · · · + 2gn−N+1(x))
+gn−1(x) (gn−1(x) + 2gn−2(x) + 2gn−3(x) · · · + 2gn−N+1(x))
+ · · ·
+gn−N+2(x) (gn−N+2(x) + 2gn−N+1(x))
+gn−N+1(x)gn−N+1(x)
= 1
b
N−1∑
l=0
gn−l (x)hn−l (x)
= 1
b
∑
l∈Z
gl(x)hl(x).
Hence∑
l∈Z
gl(x)hl(x) = b, x ∈ (xn, xn+1), n ∈ Z.
This completes the proof. 
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We note that the idea of obtaining convenient frame constructions by choosing the modulation
parameter b according to the support of the generators already appeared in [8,3].
The frames constructed here are useful in time–frequency analysis. In fact, time frequency–
analysis ask for frames and corresponding dual frames generated by functions which are well
localized in time and frequency. These conditions are all satisﬁed for our construction. In fact,
the assumption that the functions gn are compactly supported implies that also hn are compactly
supported; and the expression for hn shows that these functions inherit the decay properties in the
Fourier domain from the functions ĝn.
A natural example of functions gn satisfying the hypotheses in Theorem 2.5 is given by
B-splines, with knots satisfying a particular condition. For the exact deﬁnition of the relevant
B-splines we refer to [1,10].
Corollary 2.6. Assume that {xn : n ∈ Z} satisﬁes the conditions in (2.5). Let gn be the Nth order
normalized B-spline with knots (xn, xn+1, . . . , xn+N) and
hn(x) = bgn(x) + 2b
N−1∑
k=1
gn−k(x).
Then {Embgn : m, n ∈ Z} and {Embhn : m, n ∈ Z} are a pair of dual frames for L2(R) provided
that 0 < b1/M .
Consider the cardinal B-splines BN , deﬁned inductively via
B1 = [0,1], Bn+1 = Bn ∗ B1. (2.6)
In the special case, when letting xn = n, n ∈ Z, the functions gn and hn in Corollary 2.6 take the
form
gn = TnBN, hn = Tn
(
bBn(x) + 2b
N−1∑
k=1
T−kBN
)
.
Thus, the conclusion is that if 0 < b 12N−1 , then the functions
g = BN, h = bBn + 2b
N−1∑
k=1
T−kBN
generate dual Gabor frames {EmbTng : m, n ∈ Z} and {EmbTnh : m, n ∈ Z}. This result is
proved directly in [3].
We note that Lemma 2.3 also immediately leads to a construction of tight frames.
Proposition 2.7. Let {xn : n ∈ Z}, M and gn be deﬁned as in Theorem 2.5. Then
{Embg1/2n : m, n ∈ Z} is a tight frame with bound 1/b whenever 0 < b1/M .
We now consider B-splines with knots having multiplicity r for some positive integer r. These
splines appear in the study of wavelets of multiplicity r, see [4,6].
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Fig. 1. Cubic B-splines with knot sequences (0, 0, 1, 1, 2) and (0, 1, 1, 2, 2).
Example 2.8. We consider B-splines with knots of multiplicity r. Speciﬁcally, let xn = n/r,
where r1 is a ﬁxed integer. Deﬁne
gl+rn(x) = l (x − n), n ∈ Z, 0 lr − 1,
where l is the normalized Nth order B-spline with knots
(l/r, (l + 1)/r, . . . , (l + N)/r).
Note that (n + 2N − 1)/r − n/r(2N − 1)/r. We see from Corollary 2.6 that
{Embgn : m, n ∈ Z} and {Embhn : m, n ∈ Z} are a pair of dual frames for L2(R) provided
that 0 < b1/(2N − 1)/r.
By setting r = 2 and N = 4, we get the cubic B-splines 0 and 1 with knot sequences
(0, 0, 1, 1, 2) and (0, 1, 1, 2, 2), respectively (cf. Fig. 1). It is proved in [4] that the functions
{l (· − n) : l = 0, 1, n ∈ Z} form a Riesz basis for the space it spans. Let
h0(x) =0(x) + 2b
(
0(x + 1) + 1(x + 1) + 1(x + 2)
)
,
h1(x) =1(x) + 2b
(
0(x) + 0(x + 1) + 1(x + 1)
)
.
Now we see from Corollary 2.6 that the systems {EmbTnl : l = 0, 1,m, n ∈ Z} and
{EmbTnhl : l = 0, 1,m, n ∈ Z} are a pair of dual frames for L2(R) if 0 < b1/4.
Formulated in terms of shift-invariant systems, Theorem 2.5 takes the following form:
Theorem 2.9. Let {xn : n ∈ Z} ⊂ R be a sequence such that
lim
n→±∞ xn = ±∞, xn−1xn and xn+2N−1 − xnM, n ∈ Z,
where N ∈ N and M > 0 are constants. Let gn ∈ L2(R), n ∈ Z, be functions for which gˆn
are real-valued and uniformly bounded functions with supp gˆn ⊂ [xn, xn+N ] such that∑
n∈Z gˆn() = 1, a.e. Let 0 < b1/M and
hn(x) = b
(
gn(x) + 2
N−1∑
k=1
gn−k(x)
)
.
Then {Tmbgn : m, n ∈ Z} and {Tmbhn : m, n ∈ Z} are a pair of dual frames for L2(R).
Proof. ByTheorem 2.5, the assumptions imply that {Embĝn : m, n ∈ Z} and {Embĥn : m, n ∈ Z}
are a pair of dual frames for L2(R). 
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